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About This Game

Start your Astral journey and fight at the arena along with more than 10 million players from all over the world! Gather your
best friends or join one of the top guilds to meet faithful companions, who will stand by you through thick and thin! Whether

you are an experienced player or a beginner adventurer, in the world of Sarnaut you will find yourself a great company!
Game features:

Fascinating atmosphere of the world of two rivaling factions: industrial Empire and fantasy League

Ship battles and unique Astral adventures

Personal achievements and guild ratings

Exciting raids and challenging bosses

Various PvP activities, including from 2 to 48 participants

Automatic group assembling in PvP and PvE activities

Random quest generation system
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Title: Allods Online RU
Genre: Free to Play, Massively Multiplayer, RPG
Developer:
IT Territory
Publisher:
MY.GAMES
Release Date: 1 Oct, 2009

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP SP3

Processor: Intel Pentium Dual-Core 2.6 GHz or Intel Core 2 Duo 2.66 GHz

Memory: 3072 MB RAM

Graphics: nVidia GeForce 8800 GT 512MB, Shader Model 2.0, 1366x768+

Storage: 16 GB available space

English,Russian
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SHUSHPANS VERSUS OGRES:
Denizens of the Sphere, are you ready for war?

The world is shaken by an unexpected conflict between the ogres and the shushpans. The struggle is real and you’re the only one
who can put an end to the massacre… Or stoke the raging flames further to make a profit.

All monsters in the world of the Sphere close to your level (give or take 3 levels) will drop mysterious fragments. Combine them
to create various elements and you may receive an uncontrollable familiar — a shushpan or an ogre. Help them battle their
rivals, stage fights and support your minion with special potions received by combining additional elements.

This process may also yield additional rewards: teleportation stones, food and healing powders, potions of crafter experience
and gatherer’s potions, upgrade scrolls, gemstones and resurrection scrolls. Perhaps more importantly, each minion you obtain
will give you a buff that increases your character’s ability power and maximum life by 20% until the end of the event.

Most of these minions will abandon you once the event is over, but if you manage to collect 4 golden shushpan or ogre
summoning fragments you will receive a golden minion that is both stronger and more loyal than its lesser brethren— it will stay
with you forever!

Each day the faction that combines more fragments than the other will receive a 10% bonus to the amount of experience, gold
and item drop chance for the following day. The losing faction will have to make do with a 5% gold and experience bonus. Be
wary: your rivals from the enemy faction may defeat you and claim one half of the fragments you’re carrying.

Visit Cinderkrag and Hellsong Tavern to pick up a daily quest that awards additional fragments. The owners of active premium
accounts will enjoy an additional 5% bonus to the fragment drop rate!

Good luck!. Patch 1.55:

The mousewheel can now be used to swap spells.

Fixed a bug that was preventing the window title from changing when switching from fullscreen to windowed.

. CS2D 1.0.0.5 Patch 3:
Whaaaaat!? Another patch? Already?! Hooray!
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Because of the amazing launch we're giving you 10 new weapon achievements, easier language switching and some other
stuff! Plus we even fixed a few things! Yay!

Changelog. #MinistryofNews:
The Ministry of Conferences is proud to announce that Beholder 2 is attending GDC! The event will take place in San Francisco
later this March. Whoever is planning to stop by, will be able to see Beholder 2 Alpha and – maybe – talk to the Producer
himself!

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Adz8ZfC38Do. New casual thematic maze game "aMAZE Lunar" now available on
Steam!:
Hello, dear Gamer! We have prepared for you a new thematic maze game, with new challenge, cool achievements and Asian art,
hope you like it! Thank you for your support us! Enjoy)

https://store.steampowered.com/app/1031540/aMAZE_Lunar/

.
Development Update #10 & Happy Halloween!:
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Hello everyone!

We're back to deliver some updates to you, even though I'm afraid it's not as much as you might expect, hehe.

Good news comes from the artwork division, concerning background illustrations. In the last update, we'd completed half of the
total work. But now, we're rushing to complete all the illustrations by the end of November! When I say 'rush', I don't mean it in
a bad way, because personally, I am amazed at how Danil can draw that quickly (almost two complex backgrounds in a week)
while maintaining the quality.

Here I will post more of his artworks. We will certainly work with him again in some of our future projects, don't you guys
agree?
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Another piece of news is related to the background music. We've completed all the tracks for common scenes, so we only need
to make music for all the heroines' endings. Of course, it'll be made after the script for each girl has been fully written and
edited.

Also, in this update, I want to introduce you to a new supporting character. It's a 'she', so I hope you guys will be happy to
welcome her! Why? It's simple: because she is super cute, both in her appearance and personality. I hope Yuuki won't be
distracted from Saki after getting to know her. ;)
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Miho Nakano is a first-year student who is in the same class with Marceline and who is also one of the Literature Club
members. In fact, she is the most diligent one. She has a friendly personality that makes it easy for anyone to get along with her,
but she can also be stubborn when she thinks she’s right. Miho was the second person in the club who accepted Yuuki right after
he joined, besides the club president.

And last but not least, let's end this update with a little celebration, because Asuka, Chihiro, and Mary are already wearing their
costumes and are ready to scare people throughout the neighborhoods!

Happy Halloween, everyone! We hope you're enjoying your day, and see you in the next update!

Useful links:
Pledge One Last Crane with PayPal: https://digitalez.cc/olc/
Twitter: https://twitter.com/digitalezstudio
facebook: https://www.facebook.com/Digitalez.game.studio/
One Last Crane on Kickstarter
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